Talking to Your Doctor About
Immunotherapy Treatment Option For
Oral, Head and Neck Cancers
Oral, head and neck cancers start in the tissues and
organs of the head and neck. They include cancers
of the larynx (voice box), throat, lips, mouth, nose,
and salivary glands. To get the right information
about treatment and prognosis, you need to know
the exact type and stage of your cancer. Your
treatment plan may depend upon a host of factors,
such as hormone receptor status or even a prior
cancer diagnosis.
Treatment plans are often based on both medical
and personal needs (for example, how it affects your
ability to work, frequency of treatments, or location
of treatments).
Treatments for your cancer may include:
•
•
•
•
•

Surgery
Radiation therapy
Chemotherapy
Targeted therapy
Immunotherapy

Before choosing a treatment plan, it is important to
be knowledgeable of the risk factors and benefits of
treatments.

The following questions
will help guide your conversations
with your doctor:
• What is the stage of my cancer? Is it 		
		 “advanced,” and what does that mean for
		 treatment options?
• Who is involved in my care and do I need to
		 have a specialist manage my 			
		 treatment(s)?
• What are my treatment choices? When does
treatment begin?
• Why do you suggest that treatment plan?
• What are the possible side effects of the
		 treatment plan?
• What is immunotherapy and is it an option for
		 me?
• If immunotherapy is not a good option, why?
• Are there any clinical trials to consider as a
		 treatment for my cancer?
• What resources are available to learn more
		 about the various treatments?
• Will you help me find another doctor to
		 contact about getting a second
		 opinion?
• How long do I have to make a
		 treatment decision?
Immunotherapy is a class of
medications used to treat cancer
by activating the immune system to
eliminate tumor cells. Such medicines
are now used to treat several human
cancers and some immunotherapies have
been approved in head and neck cancer. These
drugs provide an additional approach to control
disease but also have unique side effects that you
should be aware of.
Visit www.headandneck.org for more information.
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